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“Varopoulos paradigm”: Mackey property vs. metrizabilityin topological
groups.
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Abstract

The class of all locally quasi-convex (lqc) abelian groups contains all locally convex vector spaces (lcs) considered as topolog-
ical groups. Therefore it is natural to extend classical properties of locally convex spaces to this larger class of abelian topological
groups. In the present paper we consider the following well known property of lcs: ”A metrizable locally convex space carries
its Mackey topology ”. This claim cannot be extended to lqc-groups in the natural way, as we have recently proved with other
coauthors ([1], [15] ). We say that an abelian groupG satisfies theVaropoulos paradigm(VP) if any metrizable locally quasi-
convex topology onG is the Mackey topology. Surprisingly VP - which is a topological property of the group - is characterizes an
algebraic feature, namely being of finite exponent. .

Keywords: Metrizable abelian groups, locally quasi-convex topologies, torsion groups, precompact topologies, locally convex
spaces, Mackey topology.
MSC Classification: Primary: 22A05, 43A40. Secondary: 20E34, 20K45.

1 Introduction.

1.1 Historical background and some facts on the Mackey topology.

Locally convex topologies on linear spaces are a topic whichhas boosted a wide research in Functional Analysis. It was proved
by G. Mackey [22] that the family of compatible locally convex topologies on a locally convex space has a top element. That
is, for a (real or complex) locally convex spaceE with dual spaceE′, there exists a locally convex topologyµ = µ(E,E′) with
(E, µ)′ = E′, such that any other locally convex topologyν on E the dual of which isE′, satisfies the inequalityν ≤ µ. The
topologyµ satisfying these conditions is named theMackey topologyof E. The following result will be the inspiring source for
our reflections on abelian topological groups.

Theorem 1.1 [21, Corollary 22.3, page 210] Metrizable locally convex linear topological spaces carry their Mackey topology.

A parallelism between real topological vector spaces and abelian topological groups can be established if the dualizing object
in the framework of abelian topological groups is taken as the circle groupT (or equivalently the quotient groupR/Z). The role of
linear forms is played now by characters, and the dual group of a topological abelian groupG is nowG∧ := CHom(G,T). Another
group topology on a topological groupG will be called compatible if it gives rise to the same dual groupG∧. These basic concepts
permit to study duality in the class of abelian topological groups.

The notion of quasi-convex subsets of a topological abeliangroup (Vilenkin, [24]) paved the way to formulate the questions
underlying the Mackey theory from topological vector spaces to the class of abelian groups. A decade after the introduction of
locally quasi-convex groups, Varopoulos tried to extend the Mackey theory to abelian groups, seemingly unaware of the work of
Vilenkin. For this goal he focused on locally precompact groups, a subclass of the class of locally quasi-convex groups.He proved
that a metrizable locally precompact topological abelian group carries the finest compatible locally precompact grouptopology
[23]. That is, a metrizable locally precompact group is Mackey in the class of locally precompact groups (orLpc-Mackey, in
terms of Definition 1.3).

In 1999 in [8] a framework was established to generalize the Mackey theory for locally convex spaces to the larger class of
locally quasi-convex groups. Although a topological vector space is locally convex if and only if it is locally quasi-convex as a
topological group [4, 2.4], there are some obstructions to extend the Mackey-Arens theorem to the class of locally quasi-convex
groups, so the Mackey problem is stated as follows in [8]:

Problem 1.2 [8] Let (G, τ) be a locally quasi-convex topological group. LetC(G, τ) denote the family of all locally quasi-convex
group topologies which are compatible withτ.
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1. Does there exist a top element in the familyC(G, τ)?

If it exists, we denote it byµ = µ(G, τ). Then(G, µ) will be called a Mackey group andµ the Mackey topology for(G, τ).

In the classLqc there always exists a bottom element inC(G, τ), namely the weak topology onG induced by (G, τ)∧. So in
case a precompact topology is Mackey (cf. Theorem B (ii)), then it is the unique compatible topology.1

This problem is a specialization of a more general one. In order to formulate it we need the following:

Definition 1.3 LetG be a class of abelian topological groups and let (G, τ) be a topological group inG. LetCG(G, τ) denote the
family of all G-topologiesν on G compatible withτ. We say thatµ ∈ CG(G, τ) is theG-Mackey topologyfor (G,G∧) (or the
Mackey topology for(G, τ) in G) if ν ≤ µ for all ν ∈ CG(G, τ).
If G is the class of locally quasi-convex groupsLqc, we will simply say that the topology is Mackey.

Remark 1.4 The Mackey topology exists inG if and only if the supremum of two compatible topologies inG is again compatible.2

Problem 1.5 LetG be a class of topological abelian groups. Does there exist a top element in the familyCG(G, τ), i.e., does the
G-Mackey topology exist ?

3

The problem whether the Mackey topology exists, in the setting ofLqc-groups, is so far open. Under some constrains on the
starting topological group it does. For instance, in the following classes of topological groups, the Mackey topology exists and it
is precisely the original one:4

Theorem 1.6 [8] Let (G, τ) be a locally quasi-convex topological group satisfying oneof the following conditions:

1. G is Baire and separable.

2. G isČech-complete (in particular, if G is metrizable and complete).

3. G is pseudocompact.

Thenτ is the Mackey topology for(G, τ).

The fact that every metrizable and complete locally quasi-convex group is Mackey, points out an analogy between topological
groups and linear topological spaces where the counterpartof this result is available (see Theorem 1.1).

There are metrizable locally quasi-convex groups which arenot Mackey. Thus completeness seems to be an essential require-
ment.

Example 1.7 The following groups admit a metrizable non-discrete locally quasi-convex topology which is not Mackey. Since
they are countable they cannot be complete, for otherwise, by the Baire Category Theorem they would be discrete:

(a) The group of the integersZ endowed with any non-discrete linear topology is metrizable and locally quasi-convex but fails
to be Mackey ([1]).

(b) The Prüfer groupsZ(p∞) endowed with the topology inherited fromT are metrizable locally-quasi-convex groups which
are not Mackey ([6]).

(c) The group of rationalsQ endowed with the topology inherited from the real line is anon precompactmetrizable locally
quasi-convex group which is not Mackey ([6, 12]).

Example 1.8 The following groups are metrizable locally quasi-convex and Mackey:
Let m≥ 2 be a natural number and consider the direct sum of countablemany copies ofZm, Gm :=

⊕
ω
Zm endowed with the

topology inherited from the product
∏
ω Zm. ThenGm is a metrizable, locally quasi-convexnon-completeMackey group ([7]).

One can also find examples with a stronger flavor from Functional Analysis, namely connected, metrizable topological groups
which are not Mackey. Indeed, the group of all the null-sequences onT, endowed with the topology inherited from the product
TN is a metrizable connected precompact locally quasi-convexgroup topology which is not Mackey ([15]).

1This statement was contained in the former Corollary B 2.
2Do we need a proof here?

Who is asking this ? As far as I remember, this is proved in [8],maybe not exactly in this form (dd)
L: I do not think that we have to give a proof.

3L: We could add the following Remark: According to Barr and Kleisli, the Mackey topology exists in the class of all nucleargroups. The latter class was
introduced by Banaszczyk in [4] and contains all locally compact abelian groups and all nuclear vector spaces.

4L I think the last sentence is somehow misleading, since we know almost nothing about the existence of the Mackey topologyin LQC; I suggest to write:
Although almost nothing is known about the existence of the Mackey topology inLqc, some particular topological properties are sufficient for a topology to be
the Mackey topology.
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1.2 Main results.

Metrizability alone does not ensure that a locally quasi-convex topology on a group is Mackey, unless it is accompanied (or re-
placed) by an additional topological property (completeness, etc., see Theorem 1.6). This motivates to investigate which additional
properties ofalgebraicnature, that when imposed along with metrizability guarantees that a locally quasi-convex topology group
is Mackey.

Definition 1.9 We say that an abelian groupG satisfies theVaropoulos Paradigm, if every metrizable locally quasi-convex topol-
ogy onG must be a Mackey topology. We briefly denote this byG ∈ VP.

According to the main theorem of this paper, the groups satisfying the Varopoulos Paradigm are exactly the bounded ones:

Theorem A: Let G be an abelian group. Then, the following assertions areequivalent:

(i) G ∈ VP, i.e., every metrizable locally quasi-convex group topology on G is Mackey.

(ii ) G is bounded.

For the proof of Theorem A, we will consider separately the cases of bounded and unbounded groups. In each case we will
get one of the implications of Theorem A. In fact, Theorem B isa stronger version of the implication (ii ) ⇒ (i) in Theorem A,
while Theorem C is simply the implication (i)⇒ (ii ).

The main result in the case of bounded groups is:

Theorem B: Let G be a bounded abelian group andτ a locally quasi-convex topology on G.

(i) If τ is metrizable, then it is the Mackey topology for G.

(ii ) If
∣∣∣(G, τ)∧

∣∣∣ < c thenτ is precompact and the Mackey topology for G.

Then(G, τ) is Mackey.

Remark 1.10 In [7, Example 4] a weaker version of Theorem B (ii) was shown,namely: Every bounded precompact topological
group (G, τ) with

∣∣∣(G, τ)∧
∣∣∣ < c is Mackey.

In [11, Prop.8.57] Theorem B (ii) was proved by other methods.

Immediately from Theorem B (ii) we get:

Corollary 1.11 Let(G, τ) be a locally quasi-convex group topology on a bounded group which is not precompact. Then
∣∣∣(G, τ)∧

∣∣∣ ≥
c.5

Examples 1.12The following examples shall show that none of the hypotheses of Theorem B can be omitted:

(a) Thep-adic topology onZ is locally quasi–convex (even linear), metrizable, and precompact, but it is not Mackey ([1]). Its
dual group has cardinalityc.

(b) Consider aD-sequenceb = (bn) satisfying bn+1
bn
→ ∞ as in [1]. Letτb be the topology onZ of uniform convergence on

the set
{

1
bn
+ Z
}
⊂ T. As proved in [1],τb is metrizable and locally quasi-convex and satisfies

∣∣∣(Z, τb)∧
∣∣∣ < c but it is not

precompact.

(c) The Prfer groupZ(p∞) endowed with the topology fromT is a prcompact, metrizable torsion group with countable dual
group which is not Mackey according to [6]. This shows that wecannot replace ”bounded” by ”torsion groups”.

(d) The direct sum ofc-many copies ofZm endowed with the topology inherited from the productZRm is precompact (and linear)
and bounded, but its dual group has cardinalityc.6 This shows that the first implication of Theorem B (ii) cannotbe inverted.

(e) The groupG =
⊕
ω
Z4 endowed with the discrete topology is bounded, locally quasi-convex with

∣∣∣G∧
∣∣∣ = c, but it is not

precompact.

(f) Let G be an infinite (bounded) group. Letδ+ denote the Bohr topology onG, i.e. the weak topology onG induced by all
homomorphismsG → T. Then (G, δ+) is (bounded,) precompact,|(G, δ+)| = 2|G| ≥ c and it is not Mackey, as the discrete
topology is Mackey topology for (G, (G, δ+)∧).

From Theorem B (and some extra results from [2]), we compute the cardinality of the familyC(G, τ) for a metrizable bounded
group, as expressed next:

Corollary B1: Let (G, τ) be a metrizable, locally quasi-convex and bounded group. Then:

5In the previous versionG was assumed to be metrizable, what is not necessary.
6L: Do we know whether this group is Mackey? If so, it would be good to give an argument here.
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1. |C(G, τ)| = 1 if and only ifτ is precompact. In this case, (G, τ) is precompact and Mackey.

2. Otherwise|C(G, τ)| ≥ 2c. In this case,τ is the only metrizable topology inC(G, τ).

Corollary B1 solves Conjecture 7.6 in [2] for bounded groups.

Let G be a countable7 group. Under Martin Axiom, there exist 2c precompact topologies of weightc onG. Indeed, there exist
22|G| = 2c precompact -pairwise different- topologies onG. We compute the cardinality of precompact topologies with weight< c.
Consider a cardinal8 κ < c. Since every precompact topology of weightκ is determined exactly by a subgroup ofG∗ of cardinality

κ, there exist|G∗|κ precompact topologies of weightκ. Now, |G∗| = c, hence|G∗|κ = cκ = (2ω)κ = 2κ
M.A.
= c . Consequently, there

exist 2c precompact topologies of weightc onG.
The following question arises:

Question 1.13Let G be a countable group. How many of the precompact topologies of weight c onG are Mackey? How many
of them fail to be Mackey?

Although we don’t know the answer to this question, we give the following partial answer:

Corollary B 2: Let G be a bounded countably infinite group. Then, there existc precompact topologies of weightc which are not
Mackey.

Proof: SinceG is bounded and countably infinite, there exists a natural numberL such thatG =
⊕

n<ω Zmn, wheremn < L for
all n ∈ N. Hence, we can writeG = G1 ×G2 where bothG1 andG2 are infinite. SinceG1 is infinite, there exists a family ofc
precompact topologies{τi} on G1 whose weight is< c. 9 Consider the discrete topologyd in G2 and inG the product topology,
namelyTi = τi × d. The topologyTi is metrizable (hence, by Theorem B, Mackey) but not precompact (for eachi). In addition,∣∣∣(G,Ti)∧

∣∣∣ = c. Hence the topologiesT +i are precompact of weightc and not Mackey. QED

Question 1.14Does there exist a precompact bounded group of weightc which is Mackey?10

In §2, we prove Theorem B and Corollary B1.

Remark 1.15 We shall show in another paper that in the class of linearly topologized groups the Mackey topology exists and that
every metrizable linear topology is the Mackey topology in this class.

For unbounded groups, the picture is completely different. In fact, on any unbounded topological group we can build a
metrizable locally quasi-convex group topology which is not Mackey. This is Theorem C, which is the main result in this direction:

Theorem C: If G is an unbounded group, then G< VP, i.e., there exists a metrizable locally quasi-convex topology on G which is
not Mackey.

The proof of Theorem C, given in§3, is based in the following facts:

• Z,Z(p∞) andQ have a metrizable locally quasi-convex non-Mackey topology (see Example 1.7).

• Every unbounded groupG has a subgroup of the formZ,Z(p∞),Q or
⊕∞

n=1 Zmn, wherep is a prime and (mn) is a sequence
with lim mn = ∞ [19].

• Open subgroups of Mackey groups are Mackey (Lemma 3.2).

• For any sequence (mn) with mn→ ∞ the product topology of the group
⊕∞

n=1Zmn is metrizable and non-Mackey (Proposi-
tion 3.5), witnessing

⊕∞

n=1Zmn < VP.

As a by-product, the construction in Proposition 3.5 (of a compatible locally quasi-convex topology finer than the product
topology) can be used to providec many pairwise non-isomorphic metrizable locally precompact linear group topologies on the
groupQ/Z and all its subgroups of infinite rank (compare with Example 1.7(c), where the single topology with similar properties
is not linear).

7better: countably infinite
8L: Shouldn’t we assumeκ to be infinite?
9L: Don’t we need= ω in order to obtain that (G1, τi ) is metrizable?

10Here again my question: is
⊕
Zm with the topology induced by

∏
Zm Mackey?
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1.3 Notation and terminology.

The symbolsN,Z,Q,C,Z(p∞),T will stand for the natural numbers, the integer numbers, therational numbers, the complex
numbers, the Prüfer groups and the unit circle of the complex plane respectively. Using the structure ofC, in particular, the real
part functionRe(z) for z ∈ C, we letT+ = T∩ {z ∈ C : Re(z) ≥ 0} (although we frequently identifyT with the quotient groupR/Z,
if the additive notation is more convenient). The groupZm denotes the cyclic group ofm elements. For an abelian groupG, we
denote byGd the group endowed with its discrete topology andG∗ = G∧d = Hom(G,T). For a cardinalκ we denote byG(κ) the
direct sum

⊕
κ
G of κ copies ofG.

For a topological group (G, τ) its dual group is the group of continuous homomorphisms CHom(G,T), and will be denoted
by (G, τ)∧ or G∧ if the topology is clear. For an abelian groupG, we say thatτ andν are compatible if (G, τ)∧ = (G, ν)∧. For a
topological group (G, τ), we denote byC(G, τ) the family of all locally quasi-convex topologies onG which are compatible with
τ. A subgroupH ≤ G of a topological group is dually closed if for anyx < H, there existsφ ∈ G∧ satisfying thatφ(H) = 0 and
φ(x) , 0.

For an abelian groupG and a subgroupH ≤ Hom(G,T) we shall denote byσ(G,H) the weak topology onG induced by the
elements ofH. When the initial group is a topological group, thenG∧ ≤ Hom(G,T) is a subgroup and we writeτ+ instead of
σ(G,G∧). The topologyτ+ is usually called the Bohr topology of (G, τ). Obviously,H is dually closed if it isτ+-closed. IfG
carries the discrete topology, the corresponding Bohr topology has remarkable properties (see for example [17]).

A groupG is said to be bounded if there existsm ∈ N satisfying thatmG = 0. In this case, we will call the exponent ofG
to the minimum positive integer satisfying this condition.For a prime numberp, we say that a groupG is a p-group if for every
x ∈ G there exists a natural numbern satisfying thatpnx = 0.

Definition 1.16 Let (G, τ) be a topological group. We say thatτ is linear if it has a neighborhood basis consisting in subgroups.
In this case, we say that (G, τ) is linearly topologized.

Definition 1.17 Let (G, τ) be a topological group. We say that a subsetM ⊂ G is quasi-convexif for every x ∈ G \M, there exists
φ ∈ G∧ satisfying thatφ(M) ⊂ T+ andφ(x) < T+. If τ has a neighborhood basis consisting in quasi-convex sets, we say thatτ is
locally quasi-convex.

Further, we set for a subsetM ⊆ G M⊲ = {χ ∈ G∧ : χ(M) ⊆ T+} and for a subsetN ⊆ G∧ N⊳ = {x ∈ G : χ(x) ∈ T+ ∀χ ∈
N}.

For the reader’s convenience, we include a proof of the following result, which can be found also in [3, Proposition 2.1].

Proposition 1.18 Let (G, τ) be a locally quasi-convex bounded group. Thenτ is linear.

Proof: Suppose thatmG = 0. Let U be a quasi-convex neighborhood of 0 inG. It is well known thatU⊲ is an equicontinuous
subset ofG∧. Hence there exists a neighborhoodW of 0 in G such thatχ(W) ⊆] − 1

m,
1
m[+Z for all χ ∈ U⊲. Sincemχ ≡ 0, we

obtainχ(W) ⊆ χ(G) ⊆ { k
m + Z, k ∈ Z}. Combined with the above inclusion, this yieldsχ(W) = {0} for everyχ ∈ U⊲. This means

W ⊆ (U⊲)⊥. In particular, the subgroup (U⊲)⊥ ⊆ (U⊲)⊳ = U is open.
QED

Corollary 1.19 The notionsLin-Mackey and Mackey are equivalent for bounded groups.

We will consider the following notation for some classes of topological groups:

• Lin (resp.,Lin-Mackey) – for the class of linearly topologized Hausdorff groups.

• Lpc (resp.,Lpc-Mackey) – for the class of locally precompact groups.

• Lqc (resp.,Lqc-Mackey) – for the class of locally quasi convex Hausdorff groups.

Since locally quasi-convex groups generalize locally convex spaces, the most natural classG to study Mackey topologies is
the class of locally quasi-convex groups. Hence, we write simply Mackey forLqc-Mackey.

2 The bounded case: proofs of Theorem B and Corollary B1

Proposition 2.1 Let G be an abelian group. Ifτ, τ′ are compatible topologies on G, they share the same dually closed subgroups.

Proof: The assertion trivially follows from these two facts:

(a) both topologies have the same weak topologyσ(G,G∧);

(b) a subgroupH of G is dually closed (with respect to any of these two topologies) precisely when it isσ(G,G∧)-closed.
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QED

Next, we want to show that a metrizable locally quasi-convexbounded group is Mackey. For the proof we need the following
Proposition which is interesting on its own:

Proposition 2.2 Let (G, τ) be a torsion, metrizable non-discrete abelian group. Then there exists a homomorphism f: G → T
which is not continuous.

Proof: SinceG is metrizable andτ is not the discrete topology, we can choose a null-sequence (an)n∈N which satisfiesan , am

whenevern , m andan , 0 for all n ∈ N. Since every finitely generated torsion group is finite we mayadditionally assume that
an+1 does not belong to the subgroup generated bya1, . . . , an for everyn ∈ N.

We are constructing inductively a homomorphismfn : 〈a1, . . . , an〉 → T in the following way:
Let f1 : 〈a1〉 → T be a homomorphism which satisfiesf1(a1) < T+. This is possible, sincea1 , 0.
Suppose thatfn : 〈a1, . . . , an〉 → T is a homomorphism, which satisfiesfn(ak) < T+ for all 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

If 〈an+1〉∩〈a1, . . . , an〉 = {0}, we can define a homomorphismfn+1 : 〈a1, . . . , an+1〉 → T which extendsfn and satisfiesfn+1(an+1) <
T+.
If 〈an+1〉∩〈a1, . . . , an〉 , {0}, we choose the minimal natural numberk ∈ N such thatkan+1 = k1a1+. . .+knan for suitablek1, . . . , kn ∈

Z. By assumption, 2≤ k < ord(an+1). We definefn+1(an+1) such thatfn+1(an+1) < T+ and fn+1(kan+1) = fn(k1a1 + . . . + knan) and
obtain a homomorphismfn+1 : 〈a1, . . . , an+1〉 → T which extendsfn.

In this way, we obtain a homomorphism̃f : 〈{an : n ∈ N}〉 → T which can be extended to a homomorphismf : G→ T. By
construction,f satisfies:

∀n ∈ N f (an) < T+.

So f is not continuous. QED

Remark 2.3 (a) Using that no non-trivial sequence can converge in the Bohr topologyPG of the discrete group ofG ([18]) one
can obtain a proof of a stronger version of the above proposition with “torsion” omitted. (Just take any non-trivial nullsequence
(an) as in the above proof and note that it cannot converge inPG, hence there exists a characterχ of G witnessing that, i.e., such
thatχ(an) 6→ 0 in T; thenχ cannot beτ-continuous, asan→ 0 in (G, τ).)

(b) If we reinforce the hypothesis of the above proposition replacing “torsion” by “bounded”, the proof can be simplifiedin the
following way. Passing to a subsequence of (an) one can achieve to have〈an+1〉 ∩ 〈a1, . . . , an〉 = {0} to avoid the more complicated
second case (〈an+1〉 ∩ 〈a1, . . . , an〉 , {0}) in the above proof.

Proof of Theorem B: Let τ be a locally quasi-convex topology on a bounded groupG. We have to prove that (G, τ) is a Mackey
group provided that: (i)τ is metrizable; or (ii)

∣∣∣(G, τ)∧
∣∣∣ < c.

(i) Suppose thatτ is metrizable. Letτ′ be another locally quasi-convex group topology onG compatible withτ. According to
1.18,τ andτ′ are linear topologies. We have to show thatτ′ ⊆ τ. So fix aτ′-open subgroupH of G and denote byq : G→ G/H the
canonical projection. AsH is open in (G, τ′), it is also dually closed in (G, τ′) and according to 2.1 also in (G, τ). Let f : G/H → T
be an arbitrary homomorphism. Thenf ◦ q ∈ (G, τ′)∧ = (G, τ)∧. Let τ̂ denote the Hausdorff quotient topology onG/H induced
by τ. Of course, (G/H, τ̂) is a metrizable bounded group. Since every homomorphismf : (G/H, τ̂) → T is continuous, we obtain
thatG/H is discrete by the above Proposition. This implies thatH is τ-open. Hence,τ′ ⊆ τ.

(ii) Now, suppose that
∣∣∣(G, τ)∧

∣∣∣ < c. By Proposition 1.18,τ is linear. Suppose thatτ is not precompact. Then there exists an
open subgroupU ≤ G satisfying that|G/U | ≥ ω. SinceU is open, the quotientG/U is discrete. Hence (G/U)∧ is compact and
infinite, therefore

∣∣∣(G/U)∧
∣∣∣ ≥ c. Since

∣∣∣G∧
∣∣∣ ≥
∣∣∣(G/U)∧

∣∣∣ the inequality
∣∣∣(G, τ)∧

∣∣∣ ≥ c follows. This contradiction shows thatτ is
precompact.

Let τ′ be another locally quasi-convex group topology onG, which is compatible withτ. According to 1.18,τ′ is linear.
As (G, τ′)∧ = (G, τ)∧ is countable, the above argument applied toτ′ shows thatτ′ is precompact as well. Sinceτ andτ′ are
compatible, they must coincide. Therefore,τ is Mackey.

Proof of Corollary B1: We have to prove that if (G, τ) is a metrizable, locally quasi-convex and bounded group, then:

1. |C(G, τ)| = 1 if and only ifτ is precompact.

2. otherwise|C(G, τ)| ≥ 2c; in this case,τ is the only metrizable topology inC(G, τ).

If |C(G, τ)| = 1 it is clear thatτ is precompact (for any dual pair (G,G∧) there exists one precompact topology). Conversely, if
τ is precompact, Theorem B implies thatτ is Mackey. Hence it is clear that|C(G, τ)| = 1.

The proof of 2. relies on the fact thatτ is linear (Proposition 1.18). Assume that (G, τ) is not precompact. Then, there exists
a τ-open subgroupU such thatG/U is infinite. SinceU is open,G/U is discrete. By Theorem 3.10 in [2], the familyC((G/U)d)
can be embedded inC(G, τ). We denote byF ilG/U the set of all filters onG/U and we recall that

∣∣∣F ilG/U

∣∣∣ = 22|G/U| . By Theorem
4.5 in [2], we have that|C((G/U)d)| =

∣∣∣F ilG/U

∣∣∣, sinceG/U has infinite rank (being an infinite bounded group). So

|C(G, τ)| ≥ |C((G/U)d)| = 22|G/U| ≥ 22ω = 2c

holds. It is also clear from Theorem B, thatτ is the only metrizable topology inC(G, τ).
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3 The unbounded case: proof of Theorem C

In order to prove that unbounded groups do not fit into Varopoulos paradigm, we need first to prove that the Mackey topology is
”hereditary” for open subgroups. In other words, an open subgroup of a Mackey group is also a Mackey group in the induced
topology. To this end we recall next an standard extension ofa topology from a subgroup to the whole group.

Definition 3.1 Let G be an abelian group andH a subgroup. Consider onH a group topologyτ. We define the extensionτ of τ
as the topology onG which has as a basis of neighborhoods at zero the neighborhoods of (H, τ).

If the topologyτ onH is metrizable, the topologyτ onG is metrizable. Analogously, ifτ is locally quasi-convex, thenτ is also
locally quasi-convex (indeed, a subset which is quasi-convex in H is quasi-convex inG, due to the fact thatH is an open subgroup
in τ).

Lemma 3.2 Let H be an open subgroup of the topological group(G, τ). If τ is the Mackey topology, then the induced topologyτ|H
is also Mackey. As a consequence, ifν is a metrizable, locally quasi-convexnon-Mackeygroup topology on H, then there exists a
metrizable locally quasi-convex-group topology on G whichis not Mackey, namelyν.

Proof: In order to prove that (H, τ|H) is also a Mackey group take a locally quasi-convex topologyν in H such that (H, ν)∧ =
(H, τ|H)∧. Let ν be the extension ofν to G.

Let us prove that (G, ν)∧ = (G, τ)∧. Takeφ ∈ (G, ν)∧. Thenφ|H is ν-continuous, and, sinceν andτ|H are compatible,φ|H is also
a character of (H, τ|H). SinceH is τ-open,φ is τ-continuous. Thus (G, ν)∧ ≤ (G, τ)∧. The same argument can be used to prove the
converse inequality, taking into account thatH is an open subgroup inν. Soν andτ are compatible topologies.

Since (G, τ) is Mackey, we obtain thatν ≤ τ and this inequality also holds for their restrictions toH, ν ≤ τ|H . Hence (H, τ|H)
is Mackey.

Let ν be a metrizable locally quasi-convex group topology onH which is not Mackey andν its extension toG. Clearly,H
is ν-open, andν is a metrizable locally quasi-convex topology onG. If ν were Mackey, by our previous arguments,ν should be
Mackey as well, a contradiction. QED

We do not know if the converse of Lemma 3.2 holds in general:

Question 3.3 Let (G, τ) be a topological group andH ≤ G an open subgroup. Ifτ|H is the Mackey topology, isτ the Mackey
topology forG?

We prove it for the class of bounded groups.

Proposition 3.4 Let (G, τ) be a bounded topological abelian group and H≤ G an open subgroup. If(H, τ|H) is Mackey, then
(G, τ) is Mackey.

Proof: Let τ′ be a locally quasi-convex group topology onG which is compatible withτ. Note first thatτ, τ′, τ|H andτ′
|H are linear

topologies (Proposition 1.18). We are going to prove thatτ|H andτ′
|H are compatible.

Let χ : (H, τ) → T be a continuous character. SinceH is an open subgroup of (G, τ), there exists a continuous character
χ̃ ∈ (G, τ)∧ extendingχ. Sinceτ′ is compatible withτ, we obtaiñχ ∈ (G, τ′)∧ and henceχ|H ∈ (H, τ′|H)∧.

Assume conversely, thatχ ∈ (H, τ′|H)∧. Sinceχ is τ′-continuous, there exists an open subgroupU ∈ τ′ such thatχ(H ∩ U) =
{0}. Hence the mappingχ′ : H + U → T, h+ u 7→ χ(h) (h ∈ H andu ∈ U) is a well defined homomorphism which extendsχ.
As χ′(U) = {0}, we obtain thatχ is τ′|H+U is continuous. SinceH + U is an open subgroup of (G, τ′), χ′ can be extended to a
continuous homomorphism̃χ ∈ (G, τ′)∧ = (G, τ)∧. As above, this shows thatχ|H ∈ (H, τ|H)∧.

Sinceτ|H is Mackey, we have thatτ′
|H ≤ τ|H . SinceH open inτ, it follows thatτ′ ≤ τ′ ≤ τ = τ whereτ andτ′ denote the

extensions toG. Sinceτ|H locally quasi-convex andH anτ-open subgroup, the topologyτ is locally quasi-convex and consequently
the Mackey topology onG. QED

Proposition 3.5 Let (mn) be a sequence of natural numbers with mn → ∞ and G=
⊕
Zmn. Then the metrizable locally quasi-

convex topologyτ on G inherited from the product
∏
ω Zmn is not Mackey.

Proof: The idea of the proof is to fix appropriately a sequencec ⊂ G∧ =
⊕
ω
Z∧mn

. If we denote its range again byc and define
τc the topology of uniform convergence onc, τc is non-precompact, and strictly finer thanτ, but still compatible. Hence,τ is not
Mackey.

Observe thatG∗ =
∏
Z∧mn

andG∧ =
⊕
ω
Z∧mn

. Clearly,Z∧mn
� Zmn, and for convenience we make the following identifications:

Z∧mn
=

(
−

mn

2
,
mn

2

]
∩ Z

and

Zmn =

{
k

mn
: k ∈

(
−

mn

2
,
mn

2

]
∩ Z

}
. (1)
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We can assume without loss of generality that the sequence (mn) is non-decreasing, since a rearrangement of the sequence (mn)
leads to an isomorphic group.

For x = (x1, x2, . . . ) ∈ G andχ = (χ1, χ2, . . . ) ∈ G∧, we haveχ(x) =
∑∞

n=1 χnxn + Z.
Forn ∈ N, let (en) = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . ) ∈ G∧, with 1 in n-th position and definec = {±en : n ∈ N} ∪ {0} ⊂ G∧.11 IdentifyingT

with (− 1
2 ,

1
2], we letTm = {x ∈ T : |x| ≤ 1

4m} and

Vm := {x ∈ G : en(x) ∈ Tm for all n ∈ N}
en(x)=xn
=

{
x ∈ G : |xn| ≤

1
4m

for all n ∈ N

}
. (2)

The family{Vm : m ∈ N} is a neighborhood basis of 0 for the topologyτc of uniform convergence onc.
Writing the elementsx = (xn) of G, with xn =

kn
mn

(as in (1)), one hasVm =
{
x ∈ G : |kn| ≤

mn
4m for all n

}
.

To conclude the proof of the proposition we need the following lemma:

Lemma 3.6 (G, τc)∧ =
⊕
ω
Z∧mn

.

Proof: The fact
⊕
ω
Z∧mn
≤ (G, τc)∧ is straightforward. Indeed, letχ ∈

⊕
ω
Z∧mn

. Then there existsn1 ∈ N such thatχn = 0 if
n ≥ n1. Let m= mn1, hencex1 = · · · = xn1−1 = 0 for all x ∈ Vm. Thenχ(Vm) = {0T}.

Let χ = (χn) ∈
∏
ω Z
∧
mn
\
⊕
ω
Z∧mn

. Then the setA := {n ∈ N : χn , 0} is infinite. Our aim is to prove thatχ < (G, τc)∧. We
argue by contradiction, assuming thatχ ∈ (G, τc)∧. Thenχ ∈ V⊲m := {φ ∈ (G, τc)∧ : φ(Vm) ⊂ T+} for somem ∈ N. Hence, we must
find x ∈ Vm with χ(x) < T+.

To this end, we pick

n0 := min

{
n ∈ N :

mn

4m
≥

5
2

}
. (3)

Equivalently,
1

mn
≤

1
10m

if n ≥ n0.

We describe next in (a) some elements ofVm, which will be suitable for our purposes and in (b) a condition for the components
of χ.

Claim 3.7 (a) If xn = 0 for n < n0 and xn ∈ {0,± 1
mn
} for all n ≥ n0, then x= (xn) ∈ Vm.

(b)
|χn|

mn
≤

1
4

for all n0 ≤ n.

Proof: (a) Indeed, since
1

mn
≤

1
mn0

≤
1

10m
if n ≥ n0, it follows from (2) thatx ∈ Vm.

(b) By item (a), we have thatx = (0, . . . ,
(n)
1

mn
, . . . ) ∈ Vm. Sinceχ ∈ V⊲m, it follows that|χ(x)| =

|χn|

mn
≤

1
4

. QED

To continue the proof of Lemma 3.6, define, for eachk ∈
{
0, 1, . . . ,

mn0
2

}
, the set

Ak :=

{
n ∈ A :

k
mn0

<
|χn|

mn
≤

k+ 1
mn0

}
. (4)

Then
{
Ak : 0 ≤ k ≤

mn0
2

}
is a finite partition ofA and at least oneAk is infinite, asA is infinite. In order to define an element

x ∈ Vm which satisfiesχ(x) < T+ we distinguish the casesk ≥ 1 andk = 0.

Case 1:k ≥ 1. SinceAk is infinite, one can findn0 ≤ n1 < n2 < · · · < nmn0
in Ak. Define

xni :=
1

mni

sign(χni )

By the definition ofAk, we have
k

mn0

< χni (xni ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ mn0. Thus,

mn0∑

i=1

χni (xni ) > k ≥ 1.

Taking into account that each summand in the above sum satisfiesχn(xn) ≤ 1
4 by Claim 3.7(b), we conclude that there exists a

naturalN ≤ mn0 such that

1
4
<

N∑

i=1

χni (xni ) <
3
4
.

11Here it was stated thatc is a compact set without any reference to the topology. InG∧ it is surely not compact, as the character group is discrete.So I
eliminated ”compact”.
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Define

x′n :=

{ 1
mni

sign(χni ) when n = ni for some 1≤ i ≤ N

0 otherwise

By Claim 3.7(a),x′ = (x′n) ∈ Vm and by constructionχ(x′) < T+.

Case 2:k = 0.

That is:A0 is infinite. ChooseJ ⊂ A0 with |J| = 2m. Forn ∈ J, define

jn :=

⌊
mn

4m|χn|

⌋
sign(χn)

mn
.

First, note that for alln ∈ J one hasjn , 0, as
mn

4m|χn|
≥

mn0

4m
> 2, where the last inequality is due to (3). On the other hand,

| jn| ≤

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

mn

4m|χn|

mn

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=

1
4m|χn|

. (5)

This gives| jn| ≤ 1
4m, as|χn| ≥ 1. Define

xn :=

{
jn when n ∈ J
0 otherwise

Then,x = (xn) ∈ Vm, by equation (2).
In addition,

|xn| ≥

mn

4m|χn|
− 1

mn
=

1
4m|χn|

−
1

mn
. (6)

Combining (5) and (6), we get, forn ∈ J:

3
20m

=
1

4m
−

1
10m

≤
1

4m
−

1
mn0

n∈A0

≤
1

4m
−
|χn|

mn

(6)
≤ |χn|(|xn|) = χn(xn)

(5)
≤

1
4m
.

Applying these inequalities toχ(x) =
∑

n∈J

χnxn gives

1
4
<

3
10
=

3
20m

|J| ≤
∑

n∈J

χnxn = χ(x) ≤
1

4m
|J| =

1
2
.

This implies thatχ(x) < T+, a contradiction in view ofx ∈ Vm.
In both cases this proves thatχ < (G, τc)∧. QED Hence (G, τc)∧ =

⊕

ω

Z∧mn
. QED

Proof of Theorem C: We have to prove that for any unbounded abelian groupG, there exists a metrizable locally quasi-convex
group topology which is not Mackey. We divide the proof in three cases, namely:

(a) G is non reduced.

(b) G is non torsion.

(c) G is reduced and torsion.

(a) If G is non reduced, writed(G) its maximal divisible subgroup. Thend(G) �
⊕
α
Q ⊕
⊕∞

i=1Z(p∞i )(βi) [19, Theorem 21.1].
If α , 0, then we there existsH ≤ G, whereH � Q. Since, there exists a metrizable non-Mackey topology onQ ([6]), applying

Lemma 3.2,G is not Mackey as well.
If α = 0, then there existspi satisfyingZ(p∞i ) ≤ d(G) ≤ G. Since there exists a metrizable, non-Mackey topology onZ(p∞i )

([6]), there exists (by Lemma 3.2) a metrizable topology onG which is not Mackey.
(b) If G is non torsion, there existsx ∈ G, such that〈x〉 � Z. Equip〈Z〉 with theb-adic topology, which is metrizable but not

Mackey ([1]). Applying Lemma 3.2, we get the result.
(c) We can writeG as the direct sum of its primary components, that isG =

⊕
p Gp. Consider two cases:

(c.1)Gp , 0 for infinitely many prime numbersp. Then, for some infinite setΠ of prime numbers,we have
⊕

p∈Π Zp →֒ G. By

Lemma 3.5, there exists a metrizable locally quasi-convex group topology on
⊕

p∈Π Zp which is not Mackey. Hence, by Lemma
3.2, there exists a metrizable locally quasi-convex group topology which is not Mackey onG.
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(c.2) Gp , 0 for finitely manyp. Then, one of them is unbounded, sayGp. Let B :=
⊕∞

n=1Z
(αn)
pn be a basic subgroup ofGp,

i.e., B is pure andGp/B is divisible [19]. Let us recall the fact that purity ofB means thatpnB = pnG ∩ B for everyn ∈ N.
We aim to prove thatB is unbounded. Assume for contradiction thatB is bounded, sopnB = 0 for somen ∈ N. Then

{0} = pnB = pnG ∩ B. One has (pnGp + B)/B � pnGp/(pnGp ∩ B) = pnGp/pnB � pn(Gp/B) = Gp/B; the last congruence holds,
sinceB is pure inGp and the last equality is a consequence of the divisibility ofGp/B.12 This means thatpnGp + B = Gp. Since
pnGp ∩ B = 0, this is equivalent toGp = pnGp ⊕ B. ThenpnGp � Gp/B is a divisible subgroup of the reduced groupGp. Hence
pnGp � Gp/B = 0 andGp = B is bounded, a contradiction.

SinceB is unbounded there exists a sequence (ni) ⊆ N with αni , 0 such that
⊕∞

i=1Zpni ≤ B ≤ G. By Lemma 3.5, there
exists a metrizable locally quasi-convex group topology on

⊕∞

i=1Zpni which is not Mackey. Hence, by Lemma 3.2, there exists a
metrizable locally quasi-convex group topology which is not Mackey onG.

Now we can prove the main theorem.

Proof of Theorem A: We have to prove that for an abelian groupG the following assertions are equivalent:

(i) Every metrizable locally quasi-convex group topology onG is Mackey.

(ii ) G is bounded.

(i) implies (ii ) is Theorem C. (ii ) implies (i) is Theorem B.
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